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Website Redevelopment systems and services

- Upgrade of the pacific-r2r.org website
- Provision of online discussion forum platform.
- Development of a custom Project Management Information System (PMIS).
- Training and documentation for the above online tools.
- Managed cloud hosting of the above online tools.
- Ongoing support retainer to support and maintain the above tools.

Redevelopment of the Pacific R2R website will be using the Drupal content management framework, incorporating SPC’s corporate style guide and leveraging existing modules for synchronising data from SPC’s digital library.
Key information infrastructure components

- General information about the project and project components
- Latest news / updates from the project at a regional or national level
- Country profile pages / sections
- Programme and policy documents
- Catalogue of best practice management approaches and technologies
- Resources, reports and datasets that are outputs of the programme.
- A public facing registration process allowing users to add themselves to an ‘experts register’.
- An internal database of persons who have completed training courses, populated by national level content administrators.
- Displaying some predefined maps, drawing layers from the regional web based GIS system through standard WMS/WFS spatial web services.
- Donor / stakeholder promotion
Development Phases:

1. Website requirements analysis and information architecture
2. Graphic design
3. Implementation and content migration for MVP
4. Review, feedback, fine tuning, training and deployment
5. Incremental implementation of subsequent modules